1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The "quality" of the socket fit, providing the coupling between the skeleton of the residual limb and the rigid structure of the prosthesis, is vital to the overall success of the prosthetic replacement. This quality is the most important characteristic of lower limb prostheses as indicated by prosthetic users \[[@B1]--[@B3]\].

State of the art prosthetic sockets is designed and handcrafted individually. The socket is usually made through the process of shape capturing, rectification, and alignment. Depending on the socket concept, a Plaster of Paris (POP) wrap cast is manually applied over the residual limb (residuum) or over the elastomeric liner covering the residual limb with the aim to capture a modified shape of the soft tissues. This shape is used to produce a positive model, which is afterwards adapted (rectified) according to one of a number of design paradigms. These procedures are highly individual, often inconsistent, and based on tacit knowledge. The performance by an individual prosthetist will be strongly influenced by personal experience, skill, and beliefs \[[@B4], [@B5]\]. When the socket design process is not reproducible, it will, besides the obvious prosthetic fit issues, affect the positioning of the socket relative to the prosthetic foot (alignment) and hence alter ambulation. Without doubt, those difficulties compromise the prosthetic rehabilitation process \[[@B4]--[@B6]\].

The evaluation of the shape capturing process and subsequent rectification process in terms of repeatability of inter- and intrasocket volume and shape comparison is notoriously complicated, due to the difficulty in establishing an accurate and reliable reference grid. It was reported that it is feasible to use the tibia bone, the only rigid entity of the residuum, as a reference grid for 3D alignment of multiple MRI images \[[@B7]\] and spiral X-ray computed tomography (SXCT) scans \[[@B8]--[@B10]\]. Both SXCT and MRI technologies are capable of providing two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D), soft, and hard (bone) tissue images of the residual limb.

Additionally, 3D images from both systems have been used in the production of prosthetic sockets using computer-aided design and manufacturing (CAD-CAM) technology and finite element (FE) studies \[[@B11]--[@B17]\]. The CAD offers a way to do what prosthetists have been doing manually in a computerised way and, hence, could be considered having consistency due to the nature of the approach. The digital shape data is saved into the computer, and the prosthetist uses the computer programme to rectify the shape for the final socket fit.

Optical scanning, including laser scanning, is the most commonly used method in residual limb scanning. However, errors may occur in the shape capturing process and/or socket manufacturing from the data. Reliability, repeatability, and accuracy of two common CAD shape techniques (contact method; Tracer CAD and noncontact method; T-ring) were evaluated using three models and compared to the conventional plaster shape capturing method \[[@B18]\]. Reliability of Tracer CAD and T-ring was high (ICC \> 0.999 and ICC \> 0.984 resp.). Both CAD systems showed an inaccuracy and lack of repeatability especially at the distal deformable part of the residual limb models. MRI can be utilised in CAD system as this provides information on both internal and external structure of the residual limb, particularly when the soft tissue stress-strain information, and hence the FE methods, can be incorporated into residual limb geometric data to get to the desirable socket fit.

MRI is a nonionising, high-resolution imaging technique which can provide a clear contrast between the various tissues within the residuum. Numerous studies have reported that MRI is an accurate measurement method and has been utilised to acquire morphological information of different tissues, for example, bone, muscle, and articular cartilage \[[@B19]--[@B28]\]. However, the accuracy of MRI soft tissue geometric measurement when enclosed within casting materials has not been investigated.

The accuracy of MRI measurement, besides to voxel size and scanning protocol, depends on the accuracy of segmentation process. The segmentation process can be performed manually, automatically, or semiautomatically. Although automated segmentation has less inter/intraobserver variation due to less operator intervention \[[@B29]\], several studies have shown that manual segmentation is a reliable method \[[@B27], [@B30]--[@B32]\]. In Semiautomatic segmentation, a seed point is placed within the area of interest, and then the threshold is set so that the boundary is detected automatically. If there was an error in borders, it is corrected using the edit tool.

Residual limb is normally wrapped with casting material in order to prevent soft tissue distortion due to gravitational forces during scanning. The close proximity of the casting material to the soft tissue could influence the residual limb boundary detection during segmentation process. The accuracy of residual limb skin-surrounding boundary detection in MRI images depends on the image signal intensity as well as on possible distortional effect (e.g., chemical shift artefact) resulting from fat and/or socket material. In the Patella tendon bearing casting concept, just the POP is used, whereas, in pressure cast, the limb is surrounded by silicone, and then POP covers the silicone liner. The signal intensity of silicone and POP doped with 1 gr/lit copper sulphate (CU) was measured in MRI images in previous study \[[@B33]\]. The silicone has 1.5 times stronger signal intensity in MRI than fresh POP + 1 gr/lit CU. Therefore, there is a possibility that each material influences the skin boundary detection differently and, hence, affects the soft tissue morphologic measurements. This would be exaggerated when the subcutaneous adipose tissue superimposes, due to chemical shift artefact, to the surrounding casting material.

A prerequisite for using MRI technology in the quantification of the volume and shape of the residual limb is to determine whether commonly used prosthetic materials have an artefact on the scanned data. Buis et al. reported on a study where commonly used socket materials were examined using MRI technology. The results show that POP spiked with 1 gr/lit CU and elastomeric liner material (silicone) did not show a significant chemical shift artefact \[[@B7]\].

The aim of the current study was to use animal specimens to verify the accuracy of MRI, using Semiautomatic segmentation process, in relation to cross-sectional dimension, surface area, and volume measurement when specimens are enclosed within POP and a commercially available silicone interface liner.

2. Methods {#sec2}
==========

Number of Six, 46 mm thick, different diameter, and fresh cross-sections of an animal (hind leg of a pork) at transtibial level, were individually sandwiched between two optically clear 10 mm thick Perspex plates using a column drill machine with a depth travel limiter, to guarantee parallel positioning of the plates with a constant spacing of 46 mm. This allowed the application of a silicone liner material ring and POP + 1 gr/lit CU around the specimen. After curing of the POP, the plates were secured parallel to each other by means of four plastic bolts and wing nuts placed at each corner of the perspex plates. Three specimens were wrapped with POP only and three with silicon liner rings and POP. All specimens were prepared a day before scanning and were kept moisturised and isolated from air exposure to prevent the POP from drying out ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

Afterwards, each side of the specimen was photographed, using a digital camera and then scanned using the MRI machine. Then, cross-sectional diameters of each specimen were measured using a digital vernier calliper and compared to the both MRI and photographic derived values. After that the photographic images of cross-sectional surface area of the specimens were measured using Adobe Photoshop CS3 Extended software and then compared with the measurement in the corresponding MRI images. In addition, the volume of each specimen was compared using the water suspension method and MRI volume measurement. Precise details and reasons for these procedures now follow.

Magnetic susceptibility difference between adjacent substances inside the magnetic field results in microscopic gradients or variation in the magnetic field strength near or across the interface of two materials. This artefact, known as a "susceptibility artefact," will result in bright and dark areas with spatial shifting of surrounding material. To eliminate the susceptibility artifact, it was suggested to use a material which has the same magnetic susceptibility as water. Perspex is a substance which can be used for this purpose \[[@B34]\].

For each specimen, one of the perspex plates contained two marker tubes (100 mm L × 5 mm Ø) positioned perpendicular to each other for reference purposes in the MRI images. The marker tubes were filled with water doped with 1 gr/lit CU to enhance contrast. Additionally, a measurement ruler was attached to the surface of the perspex plate for scaling purposes of the photographic images ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The cross-sections of all specimens were photographed with a digital camera so that the surface area of cross-sectional specimen could be measured and compared with that of MRI measurements. To avoid any photographic distortion of the actual specimen, the axis of the camera lens was positioned in line with the centre of the specimen with the aid of a purpose designed rig ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The rig consisted out of a 600 mm long and 200 mm wide perspex box that would allow placement of a sandwiched specimen to be inserted at the long end of the box on one site, and a digital camera on the other. This setup enabled a consistent distance between camera and the object of interest.

The smallest achievable voxel size using the 3 Tesla MRI scanner is 1.17 × 1.17 × 0.6 mm with slice thickness of 1.2 mm by scanning 300 mm length of the limb. The sagital fast spoiled gradient-recalled-echo (FSPGR) pulse sequence with the following parameters was adopted: field intensity 3T, repetition time 6.9 s, time of echo 1.5 s, inversion time 500 ms, bandwidth 31.25 KHz, flip angle 12 deg, matrix 256 × 256, slice thickness 1.2 mm, voxel dimensions 1.17 × 1.17 × 0.6 mm, and a 1 signal average.

In order to examine the accuracy of measurements derived from photographic images, cross-sectional diameters of each specimen were measured from the origin of the *X* and *Y* directions of each surface of the perspex plates, black cross hairs in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, using a digital vernier calliper.

Photographic images were downloaded to Adobe Photoshop CS3 Extended software and scaled according the ruler placed on the Perspex fixation plates ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The cross-sectional dimensions of the specimen were measured in the *X* and *Y* direction from the origin of the Perspex plates, red crosshairs in ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This was followed by tracing the specimen boundary (skin) with the "magnetic lasso" tool of the software. This lasso tool is especially useful for the automatic selection of objects with complex edges set against objects with different contrasts. Edges were refined further to adjust for errors in boundary selection. Subsequently, the total of the surface area of the specimen was given by the software.

After MRI imaging, volume of each specimen was measured using the water suspension technique based on Archimedes\' principle. This involved suspension of an object below the surface of the water in a container placed on an electronic scale with an accuracy of 1 gram. To a first approximation, the volume of the immersed object is simply the increase in weight divided by the density of the fluid \[[@B35]\]. Animal specimens were not frozen during this procedure. Specimens were immersed in water for a maximum of one minute to be able to read the scale. This is a relatively short period of time; hence, the possibility of water absorption by specimen was minimal and could be neglected \[[@B36], [@B37]\].

Recorded MRI data was transferred to the Analyze software for comparative analysis with photographic and real specimen data. There are three options available within the software to segment the object of interest, namely, manual, Semiautomatic, and automatic, respectively. Automatic segmentation involves morphology erosion and dilation with the attempt to automatically segment an object within a volume. Since the signal intensity of the subcutaneous fat and the silicone liner are close to each other, automatic segmentation was not appropriate because the software is not able to differentiate between the two. Therefore, a Semiautomatic segmentation process was selected. A so called "seeding" point was placed within the area of interest in the first slice of the volume, and a threshold value was set so that the boundary was detected automatically ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This procedure was repeated for each slice of the whole volume and saved as an object map, ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

Cross-sectional diameter of the specimen was measured using the calliper software tool. Additionally, the surface area of the cross-sections of specimens in contact with the perspex plates and volume results of the scanned specimens were calculated using the corresponding object maps. Then the MRI diameter measurements were compared with the calliper measurements, and the cross-sectional surface area data were compared to that of the photographic image results. The MRI volume measurements were also compared to that of water suspension method. The photographic dimensional measurement, as a virtual environment, was compared to actual calliper measurement. The three image sources, MRI, photographic and vernier calliper were registered in the same reference grid, using two glass tube reference markers, before measurements were recorded.

paired *t*-test and pearson correlation coefficient were used for the statistical analysis of the results. Additionally the Bland and Altman plot was utilised \[[@B38]\]. This is method for assessing conformity, between two methods of measurement, by plotting the difference of those methods against the average of the two. The mean difference is set as a dashed horizontal line, and the limits of agreement are set from that line, plus/minus 1.96 times the standard deviation (mean ± 1.96 sd) as illustrated in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} to [Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

The minimum, maximum, and mean difference and absolute difference, pearson correlation coefficient, the results of paired samples *t*-test significance and 95% confidence Interval of the difference are summarised in [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}. The photographic diameter measurement is correlated strongly with calliper diameter measurement (*r* = 0.99, *P* = 0.00), and there was not a statically significant difference between two measurements using paired samples *t*-test (95% CI: −0.56 to 0.19). The difference in measurements was plotted against the average of two measurements. A higher density is observed below the mean line in the Bland and Altman plot ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

There was a strong correlation between MRI and calliper measurement methods when specimens were wrapped with either POP (*r* = 1.000, *P* = 0.00) or silicone (*r* = 1.000, *P* = 0.00), and the results of paired samples *t*-test showed no statically significant different between two methods (POP: 95% CI, −0.14 to 0.76 and silicone: 95% CI, −0.01 to 0.84). In the Bland and Altman plots, the data was spread randomly within the limits of agreement for POP wrapped specimens, while higher density of difference value was concentrated below the mean line for the silicone wrapped specimens ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}).

The surface area measurement of MRI and photographic measurements were strongly correlated for both POP and silicone interventions (*r* = 1.00, *P* = 0.00). Additionally, there was no statically significant difference between means while the POP was used (95% CI, 8.70 to 43.05). However, MRI and photographic measurement were significantly different when silicone was used (95% CI, 1.03 to 63.85). Besides, the Bland and Altman plot show that absolute difference increases with increasing surface area in silicone wrapped specimens ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}).

The MRI volume measurement was correlated strongly with water suspension volume measurement when both casting materials were utilised (*r* = 1.00, *P* = 0.00). Additionally, there was not a statically significant difference between MRI and water suspension methods (POP: 95% CI, −17689 to 24103 and silicone: 95% CI, −14933 to 3890). Differences of measurements were plotted against the average of two measurements. No noticeable trend could be observed in the Bland and Altman plot ([Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}).

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

This study explored the potential of MRI technology for prosthetic socket research. The accuracy of this technology is dependant, besides chemical and mechanical shift issues on voxel size, image resolution, and segmentation procedure. Higher resolution and smaller voxel size require an increase in the duration of a single scan. Previous pilot studies indicated that the maximum scanning time that is considered reasonable for a volunteer subject should not be longer than 10 minutes. The compromise between scanning duration and an accurate/sensitive enough voxel size and resolution in this study resulted in an eight and a half minutes scanning sequence. The semiautomatic segmentation procedure, employed in this study, permits fine adjustment for errors occurring, in parts of the image with close signal intensity, during the seeding procedure. During scanning, the residual limb is normally wrapped with casting material to prevent soft tissue distortion due to gravitational forces. The accuracy of residual limb boundary detection, besides to the image artefact, depends on the signal intensity of surrounding materials. In this study, the accuracy of MRI in soft tissue dimension, surface area, and volume measurements, when soft tissue is enclosed with common casting materials, was examined. This has not been investigated previously.

Results show that MRI is an accurate method for measuring soft tissue cross-sectional diameter, surface area, and volume, [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}. These results are in line with a study published by Beneke et al. \[[@B28]\]. The study reports on a similar project where the cross-sections of a cadaveric thigh muscle was measured at two points, lower and upper thigh, using MRI and photographic images. Results highlighted differences of 1.2% which are slightly elevated compared to this study. This can be attributed to a limited number of images as well as poor control of the variation of the angle of the MRI and photographical plane. In addition, freezing of the cadaver, after the MRI scan, may change the cross-sectional dimensions of the soft tissue that was photographed \[[@B28]\]. Engstrom et al., \[[@B19]\] measured serial cross-sections of cadaveric thigh muscles and reported that MRI measurement provided accurate and precise estimation of surface area of most thigh muscles. Similar to Beneke\'s study, this higher error is attributed to the freezing of the cadaver after MRI and before photography. Additional errors might be related to the limited number of images used and difficulties experienced of identifying the boundary of closely opposed muscles in the images that were segmented separately, whereas, in the present study the whole soft tissue boundary was traced resulting in a smaller error.

Validation of MRI volume measurement is normally performed by using phantoms, comprised of materials other than soft tissue and bone, to be able to compare the actual volume of phantoms with that of MRI images. It is reported by Mitsiopoulos et al. \[[@B25]\] that the volume of phantoms measured by MRI indicated an error less than 1%. However, there is a note of caution, the material used for the tested phantoms is not a representation for soft tissue. Cyteval et al. \[[@B21]\] measured vertebral body dimensions using MRI, in order to compare the MRI measurement of vertebral area and volume with direct cadaver measurements. In their study, water displacement was used for volume measurement of cadaver vertebra. The intraclass correlation coefficient between MRI and suspension methods was 0.95. It was concluded that MRI is a feasible, reproducible, and accurate method for area and volume measurement of vertebral bodies. Furthermore, Mitsiopoulos and his colleagues \[[@B25]\] showed that MRI can provide an accurate area and volume measurement of the skeletal muscle and adipose tissue-free skeletal muscle (ATFSM). The ATFSM area in 119 images (38.9 ± 22.3) and cadaver (39.5 ± 23.0) were not different. It was shown that the MRI volume estimates are in good agreement with those of cadaver sections \[[@B25]\] (correlation for regression analysis was 0.98 to 0.99 for all variables, *P* \< 0.001).

In order to identify the proper time for the permanent prosthetic fitting, Lilja and Oberg measured post-amputation volume fluctuation of the residual limb using laser scanning. Based on amputees experience, they assumed the "bad fit" criteria to be one or two layers of socks required over the residual limb, that is, if using one or two socks by the amputee was required, then a new socket must be made. They measured the percentage volume of the one and two socks over the residual limb as to be 5.2% and 9.4% \[[@B39]\]. Their results of sock volume percentage are in agreement with that of Fernie and Holliday \[[@B40]\]. The mean volume difference between MRI and actual measurement when the specimens were wrapped with POP and silicone were 1.85% POP and −1.79%, respectively. This suggests that the adopted MRI settings and image processing procedure, that is, voxel size and segmentation process, are accurate enough to locate the clinical meaningful volume difference between two volume images of the residual limb. This also suggests that MRI could provide accurate enough input data to be used in CAD systems as well as FE methods.

Additionally, Sanders et al. calculated the uniform volume change of 5% in a limb with 90 mm diameter that would be 1 mm change in diameter \[[@B41]\]. The mean difference between MRI and actual diameter measurements was −0.31 mm and −0.42 mm for POP and silicone wrapped specimens, respectively, hence, small enough to find clinical significant diameter difference between two volume images.

There was not a statistically significant difference between any MRI and actual value except for MRI surface area and the photographic measurement in silicone wrapped specimens despite the small mean difference percentage. The results indicate that the silicone wrapped specimens, compared to the POP wrapped ones, resulted in more consistent MRI diameter, surface area, and volume measurements as the standard deviations of measurements are smaller relative to the mean difference values; however, the POP wrapped specimens had larger mean differences compared to silicone wrapped specimens. This could be explained by the signal intensity difference of two materials as the silicone showed 1.5 times stronger signal intensity in MRI than fresh POP doped with 1 gr/lit CU \[[@B33]\]. Furthermore, the close vicinity of material with the skin made the boundary detection difficult, particularly with the existence of subcutaneous adipose tissue chemical shift which, in some parts, superimposed to the surrounding material. This could be avoided in MRI images of the residual limb if a small gap could be made between skin and material using some noncompressible, MRI-opaque materials for example, prosthetic socks.

The total number of twelve diameters, six cross-sectional surface areas, and three volume measurements were performed in this study. The sample size was relatively small, However, considering the strong correlation between MRI and actual measurements, this sample size may be satisfying \[[@B42], [@B43]\]. However, the power calculation using the results of this study reveals that larger sample size is required to achieve higher statistical power for the *t*-test.

5. Conclusion {#sec5}
=============

The cross-sectional diameter, surface area, and total volume of the evaluated animal specimen were accurately measured using MRI technology. The results show that the selected scanning parameters and the Semiautomatic segmentation method are adequate enough, considering the limit of clinical meaningful shape and volume fluctuation, for residual limb volume and the cross-sectional surface area measurements while wrapped with silicon liner and/or POP.

The correct residual limb geometry is essential for the accuracy of FE studies as well as CAD-CAM technology; hence, errors in segmentation of the residual limb from surrounding POP, when MRI image is used as an input data, will jeopardize results. The results of this study indicate that the scanning parameter besides the segmentation process is accurate enough for FE studies and CAD-CAM technology.

One should note that the number of scanned specimen is limited in this study due to time and funding constraints. Moreover, the automatic segmentation was not employed in this study because of the close proximity of the signal intensity of casting material and underlying skin. Therefore, examining the inter- and intrarater reliability of Semiautomatic segmentation procedure is suggested for the future studies.
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![Animal specimen within Perspex fixator rig wrapped with silicon liner and POP. The *X* and *Y* cross-sectional diameters were defined at the midpoint of the reference marker tubes.](TSWJ2012-156186.001){#fig1}

![Diameter and surface area measurement of specimen using Adobe Photoshop Extended version.](TSWJ2012-156186.002){#fig2}

![Grid used for adjusting of angle and distance of camera from specimens and consistent photography of all specimens.](TSWJ2012-156186.003){#fig3}

![Semiautomatic segmentation of the surface area of test specimen.](TSWJ2012-156186.004){#fig4}

![Volume render object map of test specimen.](TSWJ2012-156186.005){#fig5}

![Bland and Altman plot for the diameter measurement comparison of vernier calliper and photo.](TSWJ2012-156186.006){#fig6}

![Bland and Altman plot for the diameter measurement comparison of vernier calliper and MRI; (a): POP and (b): silicone.](TSWJ2012-156186.007){#fig7}

![Bland and Altman plot for the surface area measurement comparison of MRI and photo, (a): POP and (b): silicone.](TSWJ2012-156186.008){#fig8}

![Bland and Altman plot for the volume measurement comparison of MRI and water suspension, (a): POP and (b): silicone.](TSWJ2012-156186.009){#fig9}

###### 

The minimum, maximum, and mean difference and absolute difference, Pearson Correlation Coefficient, the results of paired samples *t*-test significance, and 95% confidence interval of the difference.

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Measurement difference                              Material   *n*            Absolute difference   Difference     Correlation coefficient (*P*)\*   *P* (95% CI of the difference)                                                                                     
  --------------------------------------------------- ---------- -------------- --------------------- -------------- --------------------------------- -------------------------------- ---------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------- -----------------
  Calliper---photo diameter measurement (mm)          NA         24             0.04 (0.03)           1.67 (2.29)    0.77 (0.85)                       0.49                             −1.31 (−1.29)    1.67 (1.65)     −0.18 (−0.17)   0.09            0.999 (0.000)    0.326\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          (−0.56, 0.19)

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

  MRI---photo diameter measurement (mm)               POP        12             0.11 (0.08)           1.25 (1.53)    0.66 (0.73)                       0.36                             1.25 (−1.53)     0.61 (0.81)     −0.31 (−0.33)   0.71            1.000 (0.000)    0.16\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          (−0.14, 0.76)

  Silicone                                            12         0.24 (0.19)    1.20 (1.59)           0.73 (0.79)    0.26                              −1.20 (−1.59)                    0.74 (1.17)      −0.42 (−0.41)   0.67            1.000 (0.000)   0.053\           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         (−0.01, 0.84)    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

  MRI---photo Surface area measurement (mm^2^)        POP        6              6.33 (0.05)           51.03 (0.78)   24.31 (0.35)                      18.54                            −15.06 (−0.10)   51.03 (0.78)    19.29 (0.31)    24.62           1.000 (0.000)    0.113\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          (−6.55, 45.13)

  Silicone                                            6          15.83 (0.12)   68.87 (1.04)          37.72 (0.51)   21.25                             −15.83 (−0.12)                   68.87 (1.04)     32.44 (0.47)    29.93           1.000 (0.000)   0.045\           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         (1.03, 63.85)    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

  MRI---water suspension volume measurement (mm^3^)   POP        3              8855 (1.31)           9443 (4.31)    9110 (2.72)                       301                              −8855 (−1.31)    9443 (4.31)     3207 (1.85)     10448           1.000 (0.000)    0.648\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          (−17689, 24103)

  Silicone                                            3          831 (0.13)     10243 (3.00)          5521 (1.79)    4706                              −10243 (−3.00)                   −831 (−0.13)     −5521 (−1.79)   4706            1.000 (0.009)   0.179\           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         (−14933, 3890)   
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

\*Correlation is significant at alpha = 0.01.
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